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MATHEMATICS 
HOMOGENEOUS SIMULTANEOUS APPROXIMATIONS 
BY 
C. G.LEKKERKERKER 
(Commrmicated by Prof. J. F. KoKSMA at the meeting of March 30, 1963) 
l. Let r be a positive integer. It is well known that there exist positive 
constants y having the property that each set of r real numbers fh, ... ,Or 
admits of an infinite number of rational approximations (u1jv, u2fv, ... ,urfv) 
(u1, ... ,Ur,V integers; v>O) satisfying 
(I) lvOi -uil < (yfv)llr (i= I, ... , r). 
In fact, a simple application ofMINKOWSKI's theorem to a suitable (r+I)-
dimensional body learns us that this property holds with y=rr(r+I)-r. 
But one can find smaller admissible values of y 1 ). 
Let· us denote by Or the lower bound of the constants y such that, for 
each set (Oi), there are infinitely many sets (u1, ... , Ur, v) satisfying (I). 
It was shown by DAVENPORT [2] that this constant Or can be expressed 
in terms of the critical determinant of a certain domain in (r+ I)-
dimensional space. Actually, he deduced a much more general result 
which we will state now. 
Let <p(XI. ... , Xr) be the distance function of a bounded star body in 
r-dimensional space which is symmetric with respect to the origin, i.e. 
a function satisfying the following requirements 
I o. <p(XI. ••• , Xr) is continuous; 
2°. <p(XI. .•• , Xr)>O except when X1= ••• =Xr=O; 
3°. <p(TX!, ... ,TXr)=ITI<J?(X!, ... ,Xr) (T real). 
Let Orp denote the lower bound of the constants y having the property 
that for any real 01. ... , Or there are infinitely many systems of integers 
U1, •.• , Ur, v satisfying 
(2) 
Next, ]et K be the (unbounded) (r+ I)-dimensional star body given by 
<p(X!, ... , Xr)r IXr+ll <I, 
and let LI(K) denote its critical determinant 2). Then one has the following 
1) See KoKSMA [1], Kap. V § 3. See also the end of section 2. 
2) Below we shall show that the constant Ll (K) is positive and finite. 
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Theorem l. Orp= {LI(K)}-I. 
The particular case considered first arises when we take 
cp(XI, ... , Xr)=max (lxii, ... , lxrl). 
There is another problem of the type considered above. It has to do with 
the approximation to zero of a homogeneous linear form VIfh + ... +vrOr-u. 
Here, DAVENPORT [2] finds an analogous result. It reads as follows. 
Again, let cp(xt, ... , Xr) be the distance function of a bounded, symmetric 
star body in r-dimensional space. Let 0 'P' denote the lower bound of the 
constants y such that, for any real OI, ... , Or, there are infinitely many 
systems of integers u, Vt, ... , Vr (vi, ... , Vrnot all zero) satisfying the inequality 
(3) lviOI+ ... +vrOr-ul<y{cp(vi, ... , Vr)}-r. 
Let K and Ll (K) be defined as above. Then one has 
Theorem 2. O<p' = {LI(K)}-I. 
In particular, it follows from theorems l and 2 that 
(4) Orp=Orp'· 
2. MuLLENDER conjectured that theorems l and 2 are only special 
cases of one general theorem on systems of hemogeneous linear forms. 
Before enunciating this theorem I give some notations and generalities. 
Let r and 8 be two positive integers. We consider systems of r homo-
geneous linear forms of the following type: l XI= VI On+ ... + VsOis- UI X2 =VI {)2I + · · · + Vs02s - U2 
. . . . . . 
Xr=VIOri + ... +vsOrs -Ur, 
(5) 
where On, ... ,{)Is, ... , Ors are arbitrary real numbers. We denote by e 
the r x 8-matrix of numbers {)ii· We put 
r + 8 = n. 
By z, z', ... we shall mean arbitrary vectors in then-dimensional space Rn. 
Similarly, by w, w', ... we shall mean arbitrary integral vectors in Rn. 
In the following, we shall be concerned with the subvectors consisting 
of the first r or the last 8 components of a given vector in Rn. It is 
desirable to have a perspicuous and simple notation for these subvectors 
and their components. Thus, we shall write 
Z= (Xt, ... , Xr, Yb ... , Ys) = (x, y) 
W=(UI, ... ,Ur, VI, •.. , Vs)=(u, v), 
so that x and u are r-dimensional and y and v are 8-dimensional vectors. 
With these notations, we can abbreviate (5) as follows: 
(5') x=ev-u. 
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Now, let rp(x)=rp(xl, ... ,xr) be the distance function of any bounded, 
symmetric star body in r-dimensionalspace; similarly, let 'lfJ(Y) ='1p(y1, ... , Ys) 
be the distance function of any bounded, symmetric star body in s-dimensional 
space. For both spaces, we shall denote the origin by 0. We now put 
(6) 
(7) 
0"'·"'(8) = lim inf rp(Bv-u)r'lfJ(v)s, 
'P(V)--> 00 
0(/i.'P= sup 0"'·"'(8). 
e 
As to the definitions of these quantities, we make the following com-
ments. Since the distance functions rp(x) and 'lfJ(Y) belong to bounded star 
bodies, there exist positive constants (3r, (32, yr, y2 , such that 3) 
(8) /31[x[ <rp(x) <f3z[x[ for all x ERr, 
(9) YI[Yf<'lfJ(Y)<yz[y[ forallyERs. 
If now y, 1X are two positive numbers, then from 
(10) (v~O) 
it follows that [v[ <yC11X and also that [v[ > 1, [Bv-u[ <f3cl(ycsy)llr. 
Hence, the inequalities (10) are fulfilled for at most finitely many integral 
vectors w = ( u, v), v ~ 0. This has two consequences. 
First of all, if we restrict ourselves to vectors w for which '1/](v) has a 
given value 'lfJ(vO), then the expression rp(6Jv-u)r'lfJ(v)8 takes a certain 
minimum value > 0. The lower limit of this minimum value for 'lfJ(v)--+ oo 
is the quantity OM(@) defined by (6). 
Secondly, if y is a positive constant < 0"'·"'(8), then there are at most 
finitely many solutions of the inequality 
(11) 
On the other hand, if y>OM(B), it is clear that (11) is fulfilled for 
infinitely many sets u, v. Thus, 0"'·"' is the lower bound of the constants y 
such that for each real r x s-matrix e the inequality (11) admits of infinitely 
many solutions. 
We also note that the quantity 0 M( B) is periodic in all numbers ()ih 
with period 1. Hence, in the definition of 0"""" we may restrict ourselves 
to matrices e satisfying 
(i=1, ... ,r; j=1, ... ,s). 
Next, let K =KM be the (unbounded) star body in Rn given by 
rp(x)r'lp(y)s < 1. 
Let Ll(KM) be its critical determinant. Then we have the following 
Theorem 3. 
3) See CASSELS [3], pp. 107-108. By [x[, IYI we mean the lengths of the vectors 
x, y respectively. 
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We show that the constant LJ(K"'·"') is positive and finite. First of all, 
K"'·"' contains, as all star bodies do, a neighbourhood of the origin, and 
so LJ(Kq:.'l') is positive 4). Secondly, it foJlows from (8) and (9) that K'P.'I' is 
contained in the domain 
hence also in some domain 
/X1X2 ... Xr Y1 ... Yrl .;;;;y, 
e.g. with y = (,81Vr)-r(y1VS)-s. It is well known that this last domain has 
finite critical determinant 4). Then LJ(KM) too is finite. 
It can be proved by the same methods that OM is a positive, finite 
constant. Of course, this also follows from the theorem and the above 
remark. Another consequence of theorem 3 is the following relation 
(I2) oM= oM. 
For K"'·"' is obtained from K"'·"' by a permutation of coordinates, and so 
LJ(KM)=LJ(KM). The relation (I2) is a generalization of the relation (4). 
Of course, the exact value of 0"'·"' or of LJ(KM) is known only in very 
few cases. Apart from the classical case r=s= I, only the case r=2, S= I; 
IJ?(X)=(x12+x22)l, tp(y)=/Y11 has been settled; in that case, one has 
0'P.'I'=LJ(K'P.'I')-1=2/V23 (DAVENPORT and MAHLER [5], DAVENPORT and 
RoGERS [6]). 
Further, in the literature, some estimates are known in the case that 
r and s are arbitrary positive integers and that IJ?(X) and tp(y) are convex 
distance functions; generally speaking, in our terminology, one begins by 
deducing an upper bound for {LJ(KM)}-1 and then proves that the same 
estimate holds good for o'P.'I'' Thus a simple application of MINKOWSKI's 
theorem leads to the result (GROEMER [7]) 
(I3) ( r )r ( s )8 (r + s) 09'.'1'.;;;;; r+s r+s s . 2r+s {V(q?)V(tp)}-1, 
where V(IJ?) is the volume of the r-dimensional convex domain IJ?(X).;;;;; I and 
V ( tp) the volume of the s-dimensional convex domain tp(y) .;;;;; I. For s = I, 
<p(x)=max (/X1/, ... , lxrl), tp(y)= IY1/ this gives the result o'P.'I'.;;;;rr(r+I)-r 
stated at the beginning of section I. 
One can improve upon (I3) by making use of a method of BLICHFELDT 
as developed by MORDELL and MuLLENDER 5). This method consists in 
applying BLICHFELDT's theorem to a body K* with the property that 
z- z' E K for all pairs of points z, z' E K*. 
MuLLENDER finds an upper bound for o<p.'l' which in the caseS= I takes 
the following form (essentially found by BLICHFELDT) 
- (r-I)r+3 rr(r + I)-r. 2r+1{(I + <5) V(IJ?) V(tp)}-1, where <5- -
r+I 
4) See MAHLER [4]. 
5) See MuLLENDER [8] and the papers cited there. 
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3. In this section we shall prove Theorem 3. Our main tools will be 
the well-known compactness theorem of MAHLER 6) and an approximation 
property of matrices which I proved in a previous paper [9]. This property 
is given by the following 
Theorem 4. Let A be any real non-singular nxn-matrix, where 
n=r+s, and let e>O. Then, for all sufficiently large positive numbers N, M, 
with NrM-s= [det A[, there exists an integral unimodular matrix P such 
that the matrix B = AP has the following form 
(14} _ (N(lr+D) B- Z' 
N(lr+D)@ ) 
Z'8+M-1(ls+E) ' 
where Ir, 18 are unit matrices, @ and Z' are a certain r x s-matrix and a 
certain s x r-matrix respectively and the elements of D, E are all of the 
form O(max(N-1+•, M-1+•)). 
This theorem can also be expressed in terms of lattices and bases 
thereof. An arbitrary lattice A in n-dimensional space can be written 
in the form A=AY, where Y is the lattice of points with integral co-
ordinates and A is a matrix (linear transformation) with determinant 
det A=± d(A). The columns of A constitute a basis of A, and the most 
general basis of A is given by B=AP, where Pis any integral unimodular 
matrix. The theorem tells us that an arbitrary lattice A has a basis of 
the form (14} possessing the properties stated. A geometric, but less 
exact formulation is that there exists a basis, say {b<I>, ... , b<n>} with 
the following property: as to the first r coordinates, the vectors b<I>, ... , b<r> 
are approximately Ne<1>, ... , Ne<r> and, modulo the subspace generated by 
b<I>, ... , b<r>, the vectors b<r+I>, ... , b<n> are approximately M-Ie<r+I>, .. . , M-Ie<n>. 
Here e<1>, ... , e<n> are the unit points on the coordinate axes. 
Further, we shall make use of the fact that the star body K'~'·"' defined 
in section 2 admits the automorphisms 
(15} QT: XI 1 =TXI, ... , xr' =TXr, YI 1 =r-r!syi, ... , ys' =r-r!sys 
(r any positive constant). 
Proof of Theorem 3. For brevity, write Ll(Krp,tp) =Lt. Further, for 
y>O, denote by K(y) the star body given by 
(16} 
We recall that L1 is a positive finite constant (see section 2). 
Let @be any real rxs-matrix. We wish to prove that OM(@).-;;;:Ll-1 • 
We may, clearly, suppose that Orp,VJ is positive. Let y be a positive number 
< Orp,tp· Then, according to the definition of O'l'o'P, we have 
(17} cp( @v- u}r1p(v)8 >y (u, v integral vectors}, 
6) See MAHLER [4] or CASSELS [3], Ch. 5. 
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if 1p(v) is sufficiently large, hence also, by (9), if lvl is sufficiently large, 
say lvi;;;,ex. Further, let A be the lattice of points z=(x, y), where 
x=f9v-u, y=v (u, v integral vectors in Rr, R8 respectively). 
Clearly, A has determinant l. We shall construct a new lattice, A' say, 
which also has determinant 1 and which is admissible for K(y). 
If v#O, then necessarily 1p(v)#O; for otherwise a suitable multiple 
v'=lv would satisfy lv'l>ex, 1p(v')=O, contrary to (17). Further, for each 
o > 0, the domain 
( 18) IYI <;ex, lxl < O 
contains at most a finite number of points of A. It follows that we can 
choose O> 0 in such a way that the domain (18) contains no point # 0 
of A, i.e. that A is admissible for this domain. Then, since for lvl ;>ex 
the relation (17) holds, the lattice A is admissible for the star body 
K(y, o) determined by 
cp(x)r'!f'(y)B.;;;;;y, lxl.;;;;;o. 
Using the automorphisms (15) we can now construct the required 
lattice A'. We repeat the classical argument. Let k run through the 
positive integers. Put 
(k= 1, 2, ... ). 
Then the lattices Ale all have determinant 1, and Ale is admissible for 
K(y, ko), so that the lattices Ale are all admissible for a fixed neigh-
bourhood of the origin. Then it follows from the compactness theorem 
that the sequence Ale contains a subsequence Ale1 which converges to a 
lattice A'. This lattice A' has determinant l. Further, one easily sees that 
it is admissible for K(y, kO), for each k, and so for K(y). 
Consequently, .d(K(y)).;;;;; 1. Hence, for reasons of homogeneity, 
.d=.d(K(1)).;;;;;y-1, i.e. y.;;;;;.d-1. Then we must have O'~'·"'(EJ).;;;;;.d-1, for each 
e. This shows that 
(19) 
Next, we wish to prove that for each positive number rJ < 1 we can 
find a rxs-matrix e such that OM(f9);;;,(1-n).d-1. 
The critical determinant of K(.d-1) is equal to l. According to the 
general theory of star bodies, there exists a critical lattice A of the star 
body K(.d-1), i.e. a lattice A which is admissible for K(.d-1) and has 
determinant .d(K(.d-1))= l. To this lattice we apply theorem 4. Let s 
be a positive number to be chosen below. Then, by that theorem, there 
is a basis of A given by a matrix B = B, of the form 
(14') _ (N(Ir+D) B.- Z' 
N(Ir+D)EJ ) 
Z'f9+M-1(I8 +E) ' 
where N and M are (large) positive numbers with Nr=M8 , I, and I 8 
are unit matrices, f9 and Z' are a certain r x s-matrix and s x r-matrix 
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respectively and the elements of the matrices D and E are all less than 8 
in absolute value. It is convenient to write Z' in the form 
(20) Z' =N(ls+E)Z. 
We shall subject A successively to three transformations, T1, T2, T3 say. 
This will lead to a lattice of points (x, v), where x is of the form (5'). 
1 o. The transformation T1 is defined by 
(21) T 1(x, y) = (x', y'), where x' = (lr+D)-lx, y' = (l8 +E)-Iy. 
This transformation leaves invariant the two subspaces x=O and y=O. 
More generally, we prove that, if the number 8 on which the matrix B. 
depends, is suitably chosen, all pairs (x, y), (x', y') satisfy 
(22) 
To this end, we consider the set E of points (x, y) with q>(x) = tp(y) = l. 
This set is bounded and, further, an arbitrary point (x, y) can be written 
in the form (x, y)=(iiX, T2'fj), where 'l'I, i2 are real and (x, y) E E.. Now, 
since q>(x) and tp(y) are continuous, we can choose 8 in such a way that 
iiP(x')rtp(y')8 -1i<!17 for all points (x,y) EE, 
x' and y' being determined by (21). Then, as q>(x) and tp(y) are homo-
geneous, it follows that (22) is generally true. 
From (22) and the choice of A it follows that the lattice A' =T1A is 
admissible for K((1-!1J)Lf-1). 
2°. The transformation T 2 is defined by 
(23) T2(x',y')=(x",y"), where x"=x', y"=y'-Zx'. 
This transformation leaves invariant each point of the subspace x' = 0. 
The points (x', y') with x' =F 0 undergo a displacement which is small only 
if lx'l is very small (note that the elements of the matrix Z are large). 
But we shall show that the lattice A"= T2A' has no point in the domain 
given by 
(24) 
if 1x: is sufficiently large. 
First, we choose (J > 0 such that 
(25) 
for all points y, b ER8 with y=FO, lbi<CJIYI· This is possible, because tp(y) 
is homogeneous and continuous and the set tp(y) = 1 is bounded. Next, 
we put 
w =max iZxi. 
lxl.;;;;l 
Now take 1x:> ({h(Jjw)-rln(Liy18)-lln, where fh and y1 are given by (8) and 
{9), and suppose that A" contains a point (x", y")=(x', y'-Zx') satis-
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fying (24). Then we have IJ?(x")r<L1-1(y1IY"/)-8 , and so 
IZx"l·ly"l-1 <wlx"I·IY"I-1< (w/fh)IJ?(x") ·ly"l-1 
< (w/{h)(L1y1s)-1frly"l-1-s/r 
..;;; (w/{h)(L1y1s)-1frtx-nlr 
<b, 
by the choice of tx. Hence, by (25), 
1J!(y")s> (1- in) 1J!(Y" +Zx")s= (1- in) 1J!(y')s. 
Now (x', y') is a point i= 0 of A', so that IJ?(x'}r1J!(Y')8 ;;.(1-in)L1-1. Hence, 
IJ?(x")r 1J!(Y")s;;. (1- in)2Ll-1> (1-n)Ll-1. 
This contradicts the assumption. Hence, A" does not contain a point 
(x", y") satisfying (24). 
3 o. The transformation T3 is defined by 
(26) T3(x",y")=(x'",y'"), where X 111 =N-1x",y111 =My". 
Since Nr=M8 , this is an automorphism of the type (15). Then the lattice 
A'" =T3A" does not contain a point (x"', y111 ) satisfying 
(27) 
Now we note that A 111 has a basis given by the matrix T 3T 2T 1B •. Using 
(14') and (20) we find that 
T3T2T1B. = (~Ir M~11J ( ~~ ;J ( Ir:D Is:E) B. 
= (Ir e) 
0 Is · 
Hence, the generic point of A"' is given by 
x"' = 8v+u, y111 =V (u, v integral vectors). 
So we have foun:d that none of these points satisfies (27). It folJows 
that the matrix 8, which was determined by (14'), satisfies the relation 
c9' .. p( e)> (1-n)Ll-1. 
Since '17 was arbitrary, this learns that O'~'·"';;.Ll-1. Together with (19), 
this proves the theorem. 
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